AKSHA Awards Nomination Form

Procedure for nomination of AKSHA awards
- Any member of AKSHA may submit a nomination for AKSHA awards.
- All nominees for AKSHA awards must be members of AKSHA.
- Nominations should not be made known to the nominee prior to election.
- With the exception of the Friend of the Association and Lifetime Member Award, the nominee must have participated in the profession for no less than 5 years and have made an outstanding contribution as defined by the award for which they are nominated.

Name of nominee:
Award being nominated for:
Nominee’s email address:
Year (or approximate year) nominee became a member of AKSHA:
Year (or approximate year) nominee became an SLP/Aud:
Current professional position:
Current professional place of employment:
Please describe the nominee’s specific professional contributions or attributes for which s/he is being nominated. Include a statement of the impact and significance of these skills or activities as they relate to the award. (use another page as needed)

AKSHA Sponsor (nominator’s information) Name and Title:
Professional affiliation:
Sponsor’s contact number:
Sponsor’s email address:
AKSHA Co-Sponsor (AKSHA member in agreement) Name and Title:
Professional affiliation:
Co-Sponsor’s contact number:
Co-Sponsor’s email address:

All submissions will be reviewed and determined by a majority vote of the executive board. Submit completed award nomination forms today! Mail questions, concerns, and/or completed applications to AKSHA, P.O. Box 111993, Anchorage, AK 99511 or email attention Scholarship Chair at aksha907@gmail.com by September 30. Electronic submission is encouraged.